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We discuss the observability of pseudo-Casimir interaction in nematic liquid crystals, and
show that in physically relevant regimes the interaction is characterized by non-universal
force pro� les that depend strongly on the anchoring. Depending on the ratio of the anchoring
strengths, the force may be either purely attractive at all separations or it may become
repulsive at separations comparable to the geometric mean of the extrapolation lengths.
Within the currently accessible experimental window, it appears that the 1/h3 force could
only be seen in very weakly anchored symmetric systems at separations no larger than a few
10 nm. We also � nd that while the conventional force measuring systems such as the atomic
force microscope and surface force apparatus can provide some information on the � uctuation-
induced force, alternative techniques, e.g. spinodal dewetting, could be used to obtain a more
comprehensive insight extending over a wider range of separations.

1. Introduction Similar non-idealities also occur in classical systems,
In 1948, Casimir discovered that the energy density where a thermal analogue of the Casimir eŒect is induced

of the quantum electromagnetic � uctuations in vacuum by � uctuations of the appropriate order parameter. In
is modi� ed by the presence of conducting plates, and liquid crystals (LCs), director � uctuations give rise to
that this generates a long range attractive force between force proportional to 1/h3, where h is the separation
the plates [1]. The idea initiated extensive theoretical between the substrates [5]. This result was derived
studies of the eŒect [2] but the force proved di� cult to within the limit of in� nitely strong anchoring where the
observe experimentally. The � rst unambiguous measure- � uctuations are assumed to vanish at the substrates.
ments of the force were performed almost 50 years However, in real systems the surface interaction is not
after the pioneering theoretical study [3, 4]. Apart from in� nitely strong and the � uctuation-induced force is
the technical di� culties, one of the main reasons for the no longer described by the universal 1/h3 law. It has
long search for Casimir interaction is that in any real been shown that in the case of identical substrates, the
material, there are a number of corrections to the power- deviation from the power-law behaviour is largest at
law force pro� le derived by Casimir. An important separations comparable to the length that characterizes
correction is due to the � nite conductivity of real metals, the strength of the surface interaction [6]. This happens
which implies that they are transparent rather than to be within the range of typical separations at which
impenetrable for electromagnetic waves beyond the plasma the force can be measured.
frequency. At distances smaller than or comparable to The situation is expected to be even more complicated
the wavelength corresponding to the plasma frequency, in systems bounded by dissimilar substrates. This more
the zero-frequency boundary conditions E

d
5 B) 5 0, general framework covers not only some of the standard

which were used in the original analysis of the eŒect
force measurement techniques such as atomic force

[1], are completely inadequate .
microscope but also spinodal dewetting [7, 8], an alter-

native set-up with several advantages compared with
*Author for correspondence;

the conventional force apparatuses . In this experiment,e-mail: primoz@physics.upenn.edu;
permanent address: J. Stefan Institute, Slovenia. a thin layer of liquid is spread on a solid substrate,
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1058 P. Ziherl and I. MusÊ evicÊ

usually by spin-casting. If the derivative of force between are diŒerent. In this case, the equilibrium director � eld
is uniform at all separations and there is no mean-� eldthe solid–liquid and the liquid–air interfaces with respect

to � lm thickness is positive, the � lm will spontaneously interaction between the interfaces.
disintegrate into an array of droplets [9]. By measuring
the size of the droplets and the dewetting time as 2.1. Interaction free energy
a function of the initial thickness of the � lm, one could Similar systems have been discussed in related contexts
reconstruct the pro� le of the interaction between the [5, 6, 11] and here we will merely sketch the theory
interfaces. based on the one-constant Frank elastic energy and

There are some indications that the � uctuation- Rapini–Papoular surface interaction. We assume that
induced interaction in LCs could be studied systematic- the anchoring is non-degenerate , say homeotropic; then
ally with existing experimental techniques [10], and the the Hamiltonian of the system is given by
aim of this paper is to facilitate future experiments by
analysing the behaviour of the force in nematic liquid

H[n] 5
K
2 GP [( = ¯ n)2 1 ( = Ö n)2] dV

crystals (NLCs) within the physically relevant range
of material parameters and experimentally accessible
separations. In other words, we will determine how this Õ l Õ 1

1 P (n ¯ e
z
)2 dS1 Õ l Õ 1

2 P (n ¯ e
z
)2 dS2H (1)

interaction should appear within the experimental
windows of the diŒerent techniques. In § 2, we summarize

where K is the elastic constant; n 5 n (r) is the nematicthe theory of the � uctuation-induced force in nematic
director subject to constraint |n| 5 1; l

i 5 K/W
i
, i 5 1, 2,liquid crystals and present the reduced force amplitudes

are the so-called extrapolation lengths; and e
z

is thefor diŒerent relative anchoring strengths. We show that
normal to the substrates. Assuming that the � uctuationsin the case of dissimilar substrates, the force departs
are small, we can write n 5 n

x
e
x
1 n

y
e
y
1 (1 Õ n2

x
/2 Õ n2

y
/2)e

z
,from the 1/h3 law much more dramatically than in

where n
x

and n
y

are the two � uctuating scalar degreesa system with identical substrates. In § 3 we estimate
of freedom, and e

x
and e

y
are the in-plane componentsthe experimentally accessible ranges of separations and

of the Cartesian triad that de� nes the coordinate system.surface anchoring strengths, and discuss the force pro� les
Then we expand H to second orderwithin this context. We also analyse the pros and cons

of the diŒerent experimental techniques and give a few
H[n] 5

K

2 �
w=x,y

CP ( = n
w

)2 dVguidelines as to what systems are most suitable for a
particular technique. Section 4 concludes the paper.

1 l Õ 1
1 P n2

w
dS1 1 l Õ 1

2 P n2
w

dS2D (2)2. Fluctuation-induced force
The pseudo-Casimir force in NLCs has been already

studied theoretically in some detail, and most [5, 6, 11] and the interaction free energy associated with this
though not all [12] studies deal with the phenomenon harmonic Hamiltonian is [11]
in planar geometry. Unless one intends to study how
the amplitude of the � uctuation-induced force depends Fint 5 Õ

kB T S
2p P2

0
ln[1 Õ D(q, l1 , l2 ) exp ( Õ 2qh)]q dq.

on the shapes of the interacting bodies, there are two
good reasons for choosing planar geometry. First, it is

(3)
rather transparent from the theoretical viewpoint, which
is convenient when discussing eŒects not related to the Here kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, S
speci� c geometry; second, it covers the most widely used is the area of the substrates,
liquid-crystalline experimental set-up. At the same time,
these results can be transplanted to non-planar systems

D(q, l1 , l2 ) 5 Aq Õ l Õ 1
1

q 1 l Õ 1
1
BAq Õ l Õ 1

2
q 1 l Õ 1

2
B (4)

as long as the director � elds in the two geometries
are identical: the force between two curved surfaces is

and q is the magnitude of the in-plane modulation ofrelated to the interaction between parallel plates by the
the � uctuations q 5 q

x
e
x
1 q

y
e
y
.Derjaguin approximation [13].

For these reasons, we limit the analysis to a planar
model system consisting of a nematic � lm bounded by 2.2. Reduced amplitude

The system is characterized by three lengthscales, h,two solid substrates or, alternatively, by a solid sub-
strate and air. We assume that the preferred molecular l1 , and l2 , and its behaviour depends on the ratios of

extrapolation lengths and the thickness. If l1 /h is large,orientations at the two interfaces, located at z 5 Ô h/2,
are identical but the anchoring strengths W1 and W2 , the restoring torque at the wall 1 is small and the
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1059Fluctuation-induced structural interaction

anchoring is eŒectively weak at z 5 Õ h/2. In the limit conditions they follow naturally one after another as
the separation of the plates is varied; moreover, thel1 /h � , the � uctuations are subjected to Neumann

boundary conditions, dn
w/dz(z 5 Õ h/2) 5 0. In the opposite transitions between them are continuous. This is rather

easy to understand. If the separation of the walls iscase where l1 /h is small, the � uctuations are suppressed
at the wall and the anchoring is said to be strong. For much smaller than both extrapolation lengths, h l1 , l2 ,

the eŒective anchoring at the substrates is weak yet non-l1 /h � 0 the boundary conditions are of Dirichlet type:
n
w

(z 5 Õ h/2 ) 5 0. The same applies to wall 2. zero (� gure 1). The system is characterized by weak
boundary conditions with � nite but small derivative ofThe idealized examples where the extrapolation lengths

are either in� nitely large or in� nitely small were discussed the normal modes at both substrates (as opposed to purely
Neumann boundary conditions with zero derivative) .in the � rst theoretical study of the pseudo-Casimir eŒect

in LCs [5]. In the case of zero anchoring strength Although the boundary conditions are similar rather
than identical, the system is qualitatively symmetric andat both substrates (Neumann–Neumann boundary

conditions) , the � uctuation-induced force between the the force is attractive. At somewhat larger distances, h
is larger than the smaller extrapolation length (h > l1 )substrates is attractive
yet smaller than the large one (h < l2 ). The boundary
condition at wall 1 is strong with small yet non-zeroF int(l1 � , l2 � , h) 5 Õ

f(3)kBT S
8ph3

. (5 )
magnitude of � uctuations and weak at wall 2. In this
case, the boundary conditions are dissimilar and the

The functional part of the force, kBT S/h3, can be pre- force is repulsive. At large distances, where the separation
dicted by dimensional arguments, whereas its amplitude is larger than both extrapolation lengths, h > l1 , l2 , both
is determined by the boundary conditions. In� nitely strong anchorings become eŒectively strong, and the force is
anchoring at one wall and zero anchoring at the other attractive again.
(mixed, Dirichlet–Neumann boundary conditions) induce A quantitative analysis of the reduced amplitude
a repulsive force with a somewhat smaller amplitude: (i.e. the ratio of the actual and either small- or large-h

amplitudes) of the � uctuation-induced force is shown in
� gure 2. The separation between the substrates is scaledF int (l1 5 0, l2

� , h) 5
3f(3)kB T S

32ph3
. (6 )

by the geometric mean of the extrapolation lengths

The relative strength of the force can be expressed L 5 (l1l2 )1/2 (8)
conveniently by the reduced amplitude de� ned relative
to the amplitude of the force in a symmetric system with
in� nitely weak anchoring

r 5
F int (l1 , l2 , h)

F int (l1
� , l2

� , h)
. (7 )

The reduced amplitude for mixed boundary conditions
is therefore Õ 3/4. Finally, in the case of in� nitely strong
anchoring at both substrates (Dirchlet–Dirchlet boundary
conditions) the force is again given by equation (5).
This is not really surprising, because the spectrum of
� uctuations is the same as for Neumann–Neumann
boundary conditions although the symmetry of the
normal modes is diŒerent [6].

The three limiting cases illustrate a well known
property of the � uctuation-induced interaction: in
systems with symmetric anchoring, either in� nitely weak
or in� nitely strong, the force is attractive, whereas in
systems with mixed anchoring the force is repulsive. As
we will show, the rigorous notions of ‘symmetric’ and
‘mixed’ boundary conditions should be relaxed to ‘similar’

Figure 1. An illustration of the continuous transformation ofand ‘dissimilar’ boundary conditions.
the small-separation regime with weak–weak anchoring,

Within the idealized, zero-parametric models of to the intermediate-separation regime with weak–strong
surface interaction, the three force regimes are com- anchoring, and then to the large-separation regime with

strong–strong anchoring.pletely unrelated. But within the more realistic boundary
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1060 P. Ziherl and I. MusÊ evicÊ

system studied in this paper. The main diŒerence is that
the large-separation attractive regime is always absent
because the system undergoes a structural transition
before reaching it. On the other hand, the intermediate-
separation repulsive regime may be present if the anchor-
ing strengths are not too similar. But as we will see,
the large-separation regime is largely irrelevant from the
experimental point of view, so that the observable
� uctuation-induced force should not really depend on
the relative orientation of the easy axes.

3. Discussion
3.1. L ength-scales

To determine the physically relevant and experi-
mentally accessible sections of the force-separation

Figure 2. Reduced amplitude of the � uctuation-induced force diagram, we must � nd the realistic ranges of the three
as a function of the reduced distance for l2 /l1 5 1, 10,

lengths involved. The lower limit of the separation of102, 103, 104, 105, and 106. At large l2 /l1 , the intermediate-
the substrates is determined by the molecular size—a fewseparation regime is well developed, and the reduced

amplitude approaches Õ 3/4 over several orders of magni- nm—and it tells us when the system starts to behave as
tude. At small l2 /l1 the transition from small-separation a continuum. On the other hand, the upper limit depends
to large-separation regimes is direct. The solid segments

on the sensitivity of the force apparatus. Measurements
of the curves are the observable regimes as described in § 3.

of the structural force are usually performed using the
surface force apparatus (SFA) [15, 16] or atomic force
microscope (AFM) [17, 18], which use crossed cylindersand the diŒerent curves are labelled by their ratio, l2 /l1 .
and sphere–plane arrangement, respectively. ProvidedIn the case of very dissimilar extrapolation lengths—say
that the director � eld is uniform, the total force infor l2 /l1 106—the intermediate-separation repulsive
these curved geometries is given by the Derjaguinregime is fully developed and the reduced amplitude is
approximationquite close to Õ 3/4 for reduced separations extending

over more than two orders of magnitude. Also note that
the transition from the intermediate-separation to either F 5

2pR
S

Fint (9)
small- and large-separation regimes is rather broad; it
extends over about three orders of magnitude. At smaller

where R is the radius of the two cylinders in SFA (whichl2 /l1 , the repulsive regime is less pronounced and the
are assumed to be identical and at right angles) or thereduced amplitude does not level oŒat any given value,
sphere in AFM experiment, and Fint is the interactionwhich means that the force pro� le will not obey the
free energy for � at substrates [13]. In a typical SFA,1/h3 law at intermediate separations. At l2 /l1 3.5,
R 20 mm [16, 19] and the force sensitivity of thethe repulsive regime vanishes altogether and the force is
apparatus, F N , is about 10 nN [13, 16]. This meansattractive at all separations. In this case, the dip in the
that this apparatus is precise enough to detect thereduced amplitude of the force is nothing but a remnant
� uctuation-induced force [see equation (5)] at distancesof the absent intermediate-sep aration repulsive regime that
up to 40 nm, which is not much. Unfortunately, AFMseparates the small-h attraction characterized by weak–
is no better. Its force sensitivity is determined primarilyweak anchoring from the large-separation attraction
by the noise due to Brownian motion of the microspherecharacterized by strong–strong anchoring.
glued on the cantilever of the microscope and is consider-Finally, let us brie� y describe the � uctuation-induced
ably better, around 10 pN. But the radius of curvatureforce in a related yet somewhat diŒerent system where
of the sphere is also much smaller. Usually, it is nothe easy axes do not coincide. In this case, the director
larger than about 20 mm, which gives an essentiallywould be uniform only at distances smaller than the
identical � gure of merit F N /R.critical separation hc 5 |l1 Õ l2 | [14], whereas at large

In spinodal dewetting experiments, the upper limit ofseparations the director is distorted, which implies that
separation of the substrates h depends on the stabilitythe � uctuation-induced eŒects are obscured by the
of the liquid � lm. At large thicknesses, the dewettingmean-� eld elastic interaction. The structural force in the
times may become very long and thus hard to estimateuniform con� guration has been discussed in some detail

recently [10, 11], and it shares many features with the accurately, or else the � lm can be unstable and rupture
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1061Fluctuation-induced structural interaction

via another dewetting mechanism such as nucleation of Clearly, the observable pseudo-Casimir force in
nematics obeys the universal 1/h3 power law only inholes. In this case, the determination of the upper limit
very weakly anchored symmetric systems; the universalof the separation is neither trivial nor very general, but
behaviour is to be expected at small distances where theit has been shown empirically that it can reach about
� uctuation-induced force is strong. This is as close as100 nm [20] which is more than twice as much as in
one can get to the universal exponent of Õ 3 in anySFA and AFM. Since we intend to determine the limits
nematic system. In principle, one could approach theof observability within an order of magnitude, we con-
same power law in thick strongly-anchored symmetricclude that the experimentally relevant range of h is from
systems as well, but in this case the force would be1 to 100 nm.
rather weak and not as easy to extract from the data.The range of extrapolation lengths, l

i 5 K/W
i
, is some-

In all other cases, the transitional regime with non-what larger. The elastic constant typically varies between
algebraic force pro� le that may also be non-monotonic1 pN and 10 pN [21] and is temperature-dependent .
and change from attraction to repulsion (and back) isThe anchoring strength depends on the LC, substrate
expected. Within the narrow experimental window ofand its treatment, and temperature. It can vary from
intersubstrate separation, which may span as little asabout 1 mJ m Õ 2 to a few mJ m Õ 2 [22], so that the
one but rarely more than two orders of magnitude, thisphysically relevant range of l values is from a few nm
non-universal behaviour could be misidenti� ed as ato a few mm. In other words: in any LC compound, the
power law with an exponent other than 3.ratio of extrapolation lengths cannot exceed 103, imply-

Although they may appear restrictive enough, theing that the intermediate-separation repulsive regime
limitations discussed so far are not the only ones. Therecannot fully develop. While we can expect that the
are three additional experimental issues that have to� uctuation-induced force in some nematic systems will
be taken into account: mechanical (in)stability of set-be repulsive for h values ranging over up to 3 orders of
ups, non-pseudo-Casimir structural forces, and non-magnitude, it should not follow the simple 1/h3 law.
structural forces. As we will see, these issues largelyInstead, the force pro� le is a more complicated function
determine the suitability of a particular technique forof separation as described by the reduced amplitudes
studies of the � uctuation-induced force. We address these

shown in � gure 2.
points in the following paragraphs.

Given the above limits for the extrapolation lengths
and separation of the substrates, we can distinguish

3.2. Mechanical stability
between three extremes:

The force measurement apparatuses can probe only
certain segments of the total force pro� le, not the whole

(1) In systems with as dissimilar anchoring strengths
of it. The reason for this is that in SFA and AFM one

as possible, where l2 /l1 5 103, L is a few 10 nm,
of the interacting surfaces is suspended on a spring

so that h/L varies from 0.1 to 10. In this range,
of stiŒness k, and the system is mechanically unstable

the � uctuation-induced force is purely repulsive.
whenever the derivative of the force with respect to

(2) In the case of identical substrates with rather separation is larger than k. Typically k is quite small so
strong anchoring, L~ 1 nm and h/L goes from 1 that the stability condition can be approximated by
to 100, which corresponds to an attractive force dF /dh < 0, where F is the force between the interacting
that decays more slowly than 1/h3. In fact, the surfaces. This implies that we can only access the force
force pro� le is not very diŒerent from a 1/h2-law at separations where the total force between � at surfaces
for h/L values between 1 and 10, whereas for is repulsive. However, in the improved version of the
h/L values from 10 to 100 the force pro� le standard SFA, the so-called force feedback surface force
approaches 1/h3. apparatus, the cantilever instability can be reduced con-

(3) If the anchoring is very weak rather than very siderably, thereby making the attractive sections of the
strong (the substrates still being identical ) L is of force pro� le partly accessible to measurement [23].
the order of 1 mm and h/L ranges from 0.001 to In spinodal dewetting, a similar restriction is based
0.1. In this case, the force decays almost as 1/h3 on the dewetting condition. This technique can provide
at small h. information on the derivative of the force only if the

� lm is unstable and dewets, and the dewetting condition
The parameters of these extreme situations actually is that this derivative be positive. One could say that in
determine the relevant range of force-measuring experi- this respect, spinodal dewetting is partly complementary
ments for the � uctuation-induced force in NLCs as to SFA and AFM, because as long as the force is
depicted in � gure 2. (Of course, the actual limits of monotonic a positive derivative of the force implies that

the interaction is attractive.observability are not as sharp as shown in the � gure.)
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1062 P. Ziherl and I. MusÊ evicÊ

3.3. Non-pseudo-Casimir structural forces stability of the defectless con� guration is extended by
The most ubiquitous source of structural interaction the presence of the wall, which acts as an additional

is the short range positional order of molecules at the aligning agent. We can expect that in an AFM experi-
wall [15, 16, 24]. This presmectic layering gives rise to ment with very weak anchoring at the sphere and very
a short range interaction that includes an oscillatory strong anchoring at the wall, the mean-� eld elastic force
mean-� eld interaction [24] and a purely attractive could be quite small or even absent. In this case, we
� uctuation-induced interaction [25], and may be quite should expect a repulsive � uctuation-induced interaction
prominent at separations smaller than the correlation with a non-universal force pro� le (� gure 2, l2 /l1 103 ).
length of presmectic order, which is typically a few nm A similar estimate for the crossed cylinders in SFA is
[19]. The mean-� eld part of the force can be important obviously less accurate because the director � eld around
because its magnitude, determined by the degree of a cylindrical inclusion in a nematic matrix has not been
substrate-stabilized positional order [24], can be larger studied theoretically for arbitrary anchoring strength.
than kB T . In principle, this eŒect is more pronounced in Nevertheless, we can assume that the ratio R/l has
smectogenic materials. Another short range force that basically the same meaning although its (unknown)
may be present is the interaction caused by enhanced critical value is somewhat diŒerent from that for an
orientational order at the wall [26] which depends on isolated sphere. But in SFA, R is typically about 10 mm
the aligning power of the substrate and may also screen so that R/l is about 1000, even if the anchoring strength
the nematic � uctuation-induced interaction at small is extremely weak. This indicates that the SFA geometry
distances. is well within the strong anchoring regime where the

In spinodal dewetting experiments, these short range director � eld is highly distorted and the corresponding
interactions are the only additional structural forces, elastic force is dominant. Another problem with SFA is
provided that the easy axes at the two interfaces are that in the non-uniform regime, the Derjaguin approxi-
identical or the � lm is thin enough [14]. In AFM and mation is no longer valid and a more elaborate analysis
SFA experiments, this is not the case: the curved geo- of the � uctuation-induced interaction should be carried
metry of the apparatuses usually induces a distortion out. SFA is therefore less appropriate for measurements
of the director � eld, which gives rise to a long range

of the � uctuation-induced forces in NLCs: the cylinders
repulsion between the interfaces. Dimensional arguments

are simply too big.
suggest that the ratio of the � uctuation-induced inter-
action and the mean-� eld repulsion is kBT /Kh0 , where
K is the elastic constant and h0 is the characteristic

3.4. Non-structural forces
length of the system, i.e. the sphere (or cylinder) radius

The non-structural forces include electrostatic andR. In a typical AFM set-up, R is about 10 mm and
polarization forces [13] such as the van der Waals force,kBT /Kh0 10 Õ 4, whereas in SFA R is usually ~10 mm
which is long range and of the same order of magnitudeso that this ratio is even smaller, about 10 Õ 7. This
as the pseudo-Casimir force. The sign and the magnitudesuggests that unless the mean-� eld force is absent, the
of the van der Waals force can be controlled by adjusting� uctuation-induced force will play a subdominant role.
the indices of refraction of the substrates and the LCIt is therefore desirable to study the eŒect in a set-up
(which is relatively easy in spinodal dewetting studieswhere the director � eld between the interacting surfaces
but not very trivial in SFA and AFM measurements) .is uniform.
In particular, if they are very close, the van der WaalsAlthough a detailed analysis of the director � eld
force will be greatly reduced in magnitude.between a sphere and a � at wall (AFM) and between

In some cases, the presence of the van der Waalstwo cylinders (SFA) has been carried out only in the
background may be an advantage : for example, thelimit of in� nitely strong anchoring [27], we can still
attractive � uctuation-induced forces are invisible by SFAmake a semiquantitative prediction as to whether or not
and AFM, and they can only be probed if superimposedthe mean-� eld interaction can be avoided. We rely on a
onto a repulsive van der Waals force such that the totaltheoretical study of the director � eld around an isolated
force is also repulsive at least for a certain range ofspherical colloidal particle suspended in a nematic
separations. On the other hand, in a spinodal dewettingmatrix [28], which shows that a so-called weak anchor-
experiment an attractive van der Waals force woulding regime with more or less uniform and defectless
be desirable because it would extend the range of hdirector � eld is stable at R/l 10, where l is the
values where the dewetting occurs. The behaviour of theextrapolation length at the surface of the sphere. As
van der Waals force is well-understood theoreticallymentioned above, l can reach a few mm, and in AFM
[29] and one can readily subtract it from the data,R is typically about 10 mm, which means that this

condition can be ful� lled. Furthermore, the region of thereby extracting the structural force.
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4. Conclusions We would like to thank S. ZÊ umer, R. Podgornik,
In an eŒort to extend the theoretical ground for L. Bocquet, H. Stark and M. P. Valignat for stimulating

experimental studies of the pseudo-Casimir eŒect in discussions.
nematic liquid crystals, we have analysed the � uctuation-
induced force in a nematic system bounded by substrates
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